All isotropy subgroups (and thus all quasicontinuous symmetry changes) corresponding to k points of symmetry have been obtained for the 80 diperiodic space groups. The detailed information for such phase transitions is given here for the diperiodic space group I' ---. Only two distinct images (sets of representation matrices) occur for this example yielding Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) Hamiltonians corresponding to the Ising and XY models, respectively. Minimization of the LGW Hamiltonians yields those transitions which are continuous in the mean-field description.
I. INTRODUCTION
A widely used initial approach to the description of phase transitions is the phenomenological Landau theory. ' The theory has been well used in three-dimensional systems and extensions of the original formulation have made it possible to distinguish a set of general direct group-theoretical necessary conditions as well as the usual condition which minimizes the free energy. The grouptheoretical conditions lead to the selection of isotropy subgroups by means of the subduction and chain criteria from which the Landau and Lifshitz conditions further select. Recently a systematic method for obtaining isotropy groups of a space group Go was discussed and then used to obtain all isotropy groups of the 230 threedimensional space groups.
The listing of isotropy subgroups provides a complete list of all possible broken-symmetry phases that can occur as a result of minimization of a general invariant thermodynamic free energy. We need not restrict attention to lower-order expansions in terms of the vector order parameter (as in the original Landau description) but may also consider first-order transitions corresponding to a more general free-energy and thus "quasicontinuous" first-order transitions. All such resulting lower-symmetry phases are the isotropy subgroups corresponding to the ir- 
